Continued... Creative Movement

Introducing an art form under twenty years old
and growing worldwide, Kailen Nelson presents
the cyr (seer) wheel! This well rounded workshop
will give students the history, application and
direct experience of what it is like to create
movement inside the cyr wheel. Along with a
live demonstration students will learn basic
movement on and off the wheel to understand
the needed physicality and grace. Side effects
include amazement, excitement, increased focus
and inspiration to try something new! Ages 8+

Storytelling and Puppetry
Storytelling
Our storytellers tell original stories that take kids
on magical journeys, delighting every audience
with mystery and wonder. Kids are fully engaged
and laugh as they anxiously wait to hear what
happens next... Sometimes, kids volunteer and
become part of the story and everyone learns a
valuable life lesson. Ages 2+

Creative Movement

Contact Us For Booking:
Funtime Funktions LLC
612-220-9962 • www.funtimefunktions.com

Cyrious Playtime

Global Games
Mr Fun presents a wide variety of toys and
games from different countries. His lively
presentation, knowledge of the toys and
awesome skills keep students fully engaged
and eager to learn. Of course, there’s plenty of
time for everyone to play. Global Games helps
kids develop skills and build self esteem while
gaining new respect for world cultures.
Ages 5+

Circle Up With
Hooperina
Hula Hoop expert, “Hooperina”, teaches students
of all ages and abilities to explore different ways
of playing with a hula hoop. Participants will
enjoy a variety of interactive games, activities
and performances. Her class emphasizes the
importance of self expression, teamwork, and an
active lifestyle. Join Hooperina and Circle Up!
Ages 3+

Introduction To Break Dancing
Professional dancer, Kailen Nelson, teaches
students the history of break dancing and
it’s fundamental movements while allowing
room for creativity and personal expression
in a structured environment. Kids will
develop body awareness, coordination, self
confidence, respect for others and most of all,
everyone will have a blast! Ages 5+

Puppet Making
Puppetry is an ancient art found in cultures all
over the world. Kids will make various kinds of
puppets such as rod puppets, hand puppets,
shadow puppets, toy theater, clay mold or
cardboard construction masks. They’ll learn to
tell a folktale, develop poetry, explore science
and create their own stories and performances!
Ages 5+

Yo Yo Yoga

Puppet Shows

3 shows by puppeteer, Anne Sawyer...

2017

Nalah and the Pink Tiger This show is about a rambunctious little kid who
lives intensely in her imagination. Things ramp
up when a pink tiger follows her home from the
zoo. Featuring color shadow puppets, pillow
puppets, and hand puppets, with a peek behind
the scenes after the show. Nalah is based on
a new book by Twin Cities Artist Anne Sawyer-Aitch. Performed by the Author.
Books can be made available at the puppet show! Ages 4+

YOUTH
PROGRAMS

Three Tales One World - Artists Julie Boada,
Gustavo Boada and Anne Sawyer-Aitch present
three short folk tales from Mexico, Myanmar
and Somalia featuring shadow, rod and felted
puppets. “Cuc” (Mexico) is about a lazy and vain
bird who doesn’t help the other animals with
gathering for the harvest. She redeems herself when I fire breaks out on the farm.
“Hyenas Never Share the Meat” (Somalia) is a classic tale about cooperation and
mistrust. “Heros Into Monsters” (Karen story) is about trusting ones’ community to
solve problems. Folk music curated by local composer Jim Parker. Ages 4+

STAMP

The Return of the Swallow - “The old pharaohs
of Egypt used to see swallows fly close to the
stars and thought that they must be the souls
of those who had passed on,” Tim’s Nana tells
him. In this bittersweet story, young birdwatcher
Tim discovers the beauty and power of the
commonplace barn swallow: birth, nesting,
feeding, and migration. The Return of the
Swallow features color shadows, hand puppets
and small felted rod puppets with old time music such as “I’ll Fly Away.” Ages 4+

Contact Us For Booking:
Funtime Funktions LLC
612-220-9962 • www.funtimefunktions.com

Certified yoga instructor, Kailen Nelson,
makes yoga fun and accessible to kids while
giving them tools to develop physically,
mentally, emotionally and socially. Exercises
include posture practice, breathing,
meditation, storytelling, creative games,
partner yoga and calming techniques. Side
effects include expanded awareness of
self and others, being respectful, increased
confidence, increased physical capabilities
and feeling good for no apparent reason.
Ages 3+

Balancing Buddies
In this fun class, students will build the skill
set to hold balancing postures with one or
more of their peers. The art of balancing with
a partner develops communication skills.
Students will learn new ways to cooperate
and discover the joy of balance with a
buddy! Class will end with a mesmerizing
performance! Ages 8+

So You Think You Can,
or Can’t Dance?
In this fun class, students will build the skill
set to hold balancing postures with one or
more of their peers. The art of balancing with
a partner develops communication skills.
Students will learn new ways to cooperate
and discover the joy of balance with a
buddy! Class will end with a mesmerizing
performance! Ages 5+

Continued... Storytelling and Puppetry

KidPower with Rachael

Interactive Music and Live Animal Show
Minnesota’s only interactive music and
educational animal show with an emphasis on
kindness. Rachael has been wowing audiences
with her unique blend of interactive guitar music,
comedy, cartoon impressions and juggling. Her
high energy and fast paced shows also draw
upon her captivating storytelling and theatrical
techniques. Her various themes include: the
power of kindness, the value of respect, our
spiritual connection to the earth and it’s animals and the ability to make our
dreams come true. “KIDPOWER is the power to be kind to ourselves, to each
other, and to the whole planet.” Ages 2+

Eco Funtime

Puppets, Stories and Games
Through interactive games, songs, puppetry and
storytelling, children engage in an imaginative
adventure where they explore and role play
the cycles and connections of nature. Captain
Compost and Miss Celium create a silly and
playful atmosphere where children learn simple
ways to help care for the environment in their daily lives. Ages 5+

Creative Design
Trash to Treasures
In this fun, crafty class, students use recycled
materials to make skill toys such as juggling
sticks, poi swings, flags and spinning staffs
which they’ll learn to play with and take home.
The class begins with a brief description and
demonstration of the toy and touches on the
importance of recycling. Everyone will make their
own toy and spend the time remaining playing.
Trash To Treasures builds skills, expands
awareness of world cultures and demonstrates
how we can help the planet while having fun!.
Ages 5+

God’s Eye Workshop
A God’s Eye is a traditional Native American
weaving and spiritual object dating back
centuries. To the people of Mexico, the practice
of creating a God’s Eye, or “Ojos de Dios”, in
Spanish, symbolizes the balance between nature
and Creator. In this workshop, students will learn
about the history of this fascinating and ancient art form and each will make their
own to take home! All materials will be provided. Ages 5+

Balloon Art With A Twist
In this program, Jason the Balloon Guy arrives
with hundreds of pre-inflated balloons and
guides students through a fun, engaging and
easy-to-follow intro to balloon twisting and
the fine science of “balloonology”. Kids will
learn to make various animal shapes, using a
handful of basic twists while integrating lessons
on independent hand coordination, patterns,
symmetry and the wonderful feeling of success
when they’re holding their first creations! Ages 6+

Chinese Ribbon Wand
Making
Professional Chinese dancer, choreographer
and instructor, Lisa Veronneau teaches how to
make traditional Chinese ribbon wands and then
everyone joins her in a fun and colorful ribbon
dance class. Ages 5+

Educational Shows
Magic Mania!
Semifinalist on America’s Got Talent, Kevin Hall presents 5
amazing shows filled with comedy...They include comedy,
magic, wacky escapes, appearing students, choppers, psychic
babies and even floating teachers! (ask about optional Balloon
Spectacular)
Magic Maniac Show - Kevin turns the kids into stars
with tests for the strongest, smartest, bravest and nicest
kids in the world! The “Giant Wand” finale has to be
seen to be believed! Ages 5+
Kids Mania Show - Kevin combines magic with
contests, games and prizes. (Magic Spelling Test, Fool
a Maniac Challenge and more!) Very interactive! Ages 5+
Amazing Audience Show - Kevin “discovers” that
the kids possess amazing magic powers! When he
gets them on stage and they find all their classmates
applauding for them, their self-esteem goes through
the roof! Ages 5+
Maniac Dance Party - The kids will really burn up
energy with this show! Costumes, props, lights and
more! Our most talked about show! Ages 5+
Magic Of Science - Kevin teaches kids the science
behind the magic and they all go home with ways to
amaze their families! Ages 5+

Magic with Mr Norm...
The 3 Bean Circus

A hysterically fun magical circus show.
Youngsters giggle and are amazed at the
performing antics and magic stunts of these
stuffed animals. Your ringmaster, Mr. Norm, is
a funny fellow with a comical flair that brings the
beanie elephants, rabbits, cats and dolphins to
life as they appear to do unbelievable magic. The
children are all involved as they help make the
magic happen with magic words and a wave of
their hands. Your jaw will drop at the vanishing and appearing elephant, the floating
dog illusion and the silly high wire jumping monkey stunt. Youngsters learn about
respect, teamwork and helping in this fun educational presentation. It seems real,
but it is simply magic! Ages 5+

Animal Antics
Kids love the balloons, juggling, magic tricks and
silly songs that Randy Christensen shares as he
talks about a tiger with too many tails, a giraffe
with a sore throat, a puppy who needs to learn to
obey and other exciting animals! Ages 3+

The Anti-Bullying
Values Show
Randy Christensen uses his eye-catching,
attention-grabbing methods to talk about the
important values of respect, acceptance and
kindness. Using illusions, juggling, diabolo,
unicycling and audience participation, Randy
delves into the mind and motivation of bullies and shares positive practical ideas on
how to handle bullying situations. Ages 6+

Continued... Educational Shows

Continued... Musical Programs and Shows

Climbing the Ladder
of Education

The Wonderful World
of Woody

Child specialist, Randy Christensen, combines
physical comedy, slapstick, skits, juggling and
illusions to help children realize that higher
education makes it possible for people to help
others! Children are challenged to set higher
goals academically so they can make a difference
in this world. Ages 6+

A children’s show featuring the multi-talented Tom
Strohmyer who is known as “Woody”. When not
performing the “Wonderful World of Woody” show,
Tom is busy raising his three boys and entertaining
with the high-energy retro group “The Rockin’
Hollywoods”! Every show features Woody’s many
talents, highlighted by music and sing-alongs,
juggling, some rock & roll, a little magic, dancing
and plenty of audience participation, all rolled into one non-stop interactive
entertainment experience, sure to please kids of all ages! Ages 3+

Musical Programs and Shows
African Drumming
Mr. Sosthenes Kwesi Nunyapke, or “Uncle Kwesi” was
born in Ghana and raised in Togo with parents from
both countries. He moved to the U.S. in 1966 and has
been teaching African drumming for decades. In this
vibrant class, students will learn about drums such as the
kenkeni, sangba, dun dun and djembe. With as many as
30 drums available to him, Kwesi ensures each student
a hands-on lesson in traditional African drumming which
will resonate within each student for years to come...
Ages 5+

Siama’s Music from Congo
Siama’s music combines elements of traditional
Congolese music and sounds from East African
dance floors and he adds familiar elements
from Delta Blues and even reggae and calypso.
He can tailor his program for any age group.
It’s especially fun for kids so he enlisted Dallas
Johnson to make the programs super engaging
and interactive. Together, they tell Siama’s fun
stories about growing up in rural Congo and everyone’s encouraged to play African
hand percussion and to sing along in Kikongo, Swahili and Lingala. Ages 2+

Will Hale and the Tadpole Parade
Rock Concerts For Kids

Kids are the rock stars when they clap, dance and sing
with Will Hale. The kid tested and parent approved
family concerts of Will Hale and the Tadpole Parade
create a fun atmosphere filled with plenty of audience
participation, excitement and energy. Will Hale performs
for 1000’s of kids every year. As a full-time musician
since 1990, Will focuses on engaging kids in direct
personal experience to gain useful life skills. Will Hale
offers exciting concerts for kids and families, festivals,
community events, daycares, elementary schools, parks
and recreation, concert series, churches, libraries, private parties and everywhere
there are kids! Ages 3-10

Mister Jim’s Musical
Fun Show!
Children’s recording artist, Mister Jim, takes the younger
ones on a lively, highly participatory trip in to the
wonder of laughter, imagination, playful movement and
singing from the heart! With guitar, woodland flute and
instruments from around the world, Mister Jim captivates
his young audiences with messages of sharing and
caring for each other and our neighbors, near and far
away! Ages 3+

Pan-Asian Programs
Fantastic Fans and High-Flying
Handkerchiefs
In this hands-on workshop students will
learn how to use two popular props used in
traditional Chinese dance – the fan and the
handkerchief. World-renowned choreographer
and teacher, Ying Li will bring the props,
traditional Chinese music and video of her
dancers in action to lead an engaging and entertaining introduction to Chinese
culture through dance! Ages 5+

Splendid Asia

Presented by Iny Asian
Dance Theater
This workshop ties together the fabulous
diversity in Asia with various dance styles,
ranging from North Asian Classic to South
Asian Bollywood Style, along with slides and
exciting dance demos. Through these simple dance demonstrations, students
learn about other cultures, particularly the Asian traditional arts, geography,
and customs. We offer a number of performance options of different lengths
and complexity. These can range from one hour with a 3-5 dancer team
demonstration to a full two-hour performance! Ages 5+

Hmong Wearable Arts

Presented by Iny Asian Dance Theater
Wearing beautiful Hmong Ceremony
Costumes, we will take you through a journey
with color and textile to portray the Hmong
Wearable Arts (Embroidery/Ethnic Garments/
Dance Costumes, and Story Clothes). Each
Hmong subgroup costume is different and
highlights each tribe’s identity. Through
lecturing, costume demo and a slide show,
our workshop examines the transformation
of Hmong costume from China, Laos, and
Thailand to the United States and how
it has changed and integrated with both
traditional and modern elements which are showcased throughout the Hmong
New Year Celebrations. Students will make and decorate a simple Hmong hat
to take home. We offer a number of performance options of different lengths
and complexity. These can be ranged from one hour with a 3-person team
demonstration to full Hmong Costume Showcase! Ages 5+

Beyond Tofu

Presented by Asian
Media Access
Want to play and eat healthy Asian food? Our
culinary artist will make sushi and healthy
spring rolls. Students will have fun tasting
different Asian snacks and will make/decorate
simple rice rolls and hear about the Asian rice
cultures. Ages 10+

